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Executive summary
Personal protective equipment (PPE) indicates protective clothing, helmets, goggles, or other
garments or equipment designed to protect the wearer's body from injury, in particular they are
used to dissipate the energy of the impact in case of accidents. Even though currently used
materials in PPE are good enough to pass the standards, the number of injuries and fatalities may
be reduced by using newly developed energy absorbing materials.
The present report is a continuation of deliverable number D.3.3 (New Energy Dissipating
Materials and Systems [1]) from the same authors and published by the MOTORIST network.
The fundamentals about energy absorbing materials and the mechanisms of energy absorption
are described in the mentioned document.
The present document aims at providing preliminary results about the possibility of using
optimized configuratios and/or newly developed materials to improve the protection capability of
motorcyclists’ helmets and of other items of PPE. In Chapter 2, a computational algorithm has
been proposed to partially optimize the outer shell of the helmet to mitigate the transmitted axial
load to the cervical spine due to a facial impact. Chapter 3 presents the results of experimental
tests on a polymeric fibre which may be used instead of or together with carbon, glass and kevlar
fibres (which are currently used to manufacture the outer shell of the helmets) to reduce the total
mass of the helmet. Finally, Chapter 4, shows the result of a feasibility study aimed at
introducing hierarchical lattice structures as the energy absorbing liner of the helmet (or of other
protective garments).
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1 Introduction
Over thirty thousand people die and more than 1.5 million people are injured every year in
Europe because of road traffic accidents [2]. Motorcyclists are among the most vulnerable road
users. Accident data analysis shows that motorcycle riders are in peril of death almost thirty
times more than car occupants in road traffic accidents, with head injury being the leading cause
of death and disability for motorcyclists [3–5]. Motorcycle helmets are the most effective item of
protective equipment for head protection [6] and their design can be further improved in order to
reduce the risk of head injuries.
There have been several experimental and computational studies on motorcycle helmets since the
middle of the last century [6]. The majority of these studies have addressed protection against
brain injuries [6] and a few have addressed other types of injury, such as neck injury or basilar
skull fracture [7–10]. Richter et al. [11] studied mechanisms of brain injury in helmeted
motorcyclists, and Liu et al. [12] and Abbas et al. [13] showed that helmets can reduce the
severity of brain injuries. Other researchers have developed computational models of brain injury
and used them to study the protection offered by helmets [14–16]. Computational models of
helmets have also been developed and used to improve helmet design [17,18], to understand the
performance of helmets in realistic impact conditions [19] and to investigate the effects of the
head/neck interaction on impact performance of the helmet and head [19,20]. Some experimental
studies have also been carried out in order to improve the head protection capability of
motorcycle helmets. Caserta et al. [21] studied the effect of using the honeycomb material in the
liner and Coelho et al. [22] assessed the feasibility of using a composite liner made of EPS and
cork, with the objective to reduce head linear acceleration.
The present document reports, three different possible proposals in order to optimize the helmets
for motorcycle riders. The second chapter, describes an optimization algorithm in order to
improve the energy dissipation of the composite laminates just by identifying the fibres’s
orientation. The third chapter of this document shows the results of experimental tests, carried
out to compare a material (carbon fibres) currently used for the outer shell of helmets with
SPECTRA, which may be used to make the helmets lighter. The last chapter briefly describes the
possibility of using a 3D printed structure as the helmet liner.
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2 Composite laminate optimization
In this chapter a human head/neck surrogate model, Hybrid III, has been used to virtually test
whether it is possible to decrease the upper neck tensile force, a possible indicator of BSF, by
altering the ply orientation of a composite chin bar, while meeting requirements of standards.
This work is the first step of an attempt to consider the impact induced neck load in the design
process of the helmet chin bar by means of computational methods.
The stiffness and energy absorption capability of composite laminates are functions of fibre
orientations in each lamina [23,24]. Hence, by carefully selecting ply orientations of the
composite chin bar of the helmet, thus keeping the mass of the helmet constant, it may be
possible to reduce the force transmitted to the neck during chin impacts. The chin bar of the
AGV-T2 helmet is characterized by a given lay-up configuration and is made of pairs of three
different plies: glass/epoxy twill weave, unidirectional Kevlar/carbon/epoxy hybrid and
unidirectional glass epoxy, where TW,G is the external ply (see Figure 2-1). The orientation of
ply pairs, i.e. 𝜃1 , 𝜃2 and 𝜃3 shown in Figure 2-1, were the design variables in this study.
The chapter is organized as follows. In the following section, the design variables, objective
function and the search algorithm are described. then, the results, including the optimal chin bar
lay-up, are presented and the mitigation mechanisms are discussed. Finally, some concluding
remarks about possible directions for future work are provided.

Figure 2-1 – The chin bar ply lay-up.

2.1

Method

Finite element models of a full-face composite-shell motorcycle helmet, the 50th percentile male
hybrid III dummy and the medium size ISO headform for this study are used. A computational
approach has been developed to perform several iterations within the design space to search for
2

the optimal solution. In the following section, impact conditions and search algorithm have been
described.
2.1.1 Impact conditions and the search algorithm
Impacts during accidents can occur in many different conditions but standards have to prescribe
a few more likely impact conditions for testing helmets. For the chin bar impacts using the
head/neck assembly, the impact conditions prescribed in the Snell standard [25] has been
adopted. A 5kg cylindrical impactor with an initial speed of 3.5 m/s hit the chin bar of the helmet
positioned on the Hybrid III head-neck (Figure 2-2). The neck bracket of the dummy was fixed
as suggested in [26,27]. During simulations, the neck axial force was recorded.
To find a ply lay-up that transmits the minimum axial force to the neck, 𝜃1 , 𝜃2 and 𝜃3 were varied
from zero to 90 degrees with an interval of 15 degrees. By considering this variation as a
permutation problem with repetition, 73 (=343) possible lay-ups had to be searched for the
minimal neck axial force. A MATLAB code was developed to change the angles, modify and
run LS-Dyna input files, store the maximum neck axial force during the impact as the output and
generate a dataset of ply lay-up (𝜃1 , 𝜃2 and 𝜃3 ) versus neck axial force. After running all
simulations for the entire design space, the code sorted the dataset from the minimum to the
maximum value of the neck axial force (Figure 2-2).
In order to ensure that the helmet with an optimal ply lay-up for the chin bar can also pass the
standard chin bar impact test, the ECE 22.05 standard test [28] was simulated. The helmet
positioned on the FE model of the ISO headform was propelled towards a rigid anvil at a 5.5 m/s
speed (Figure 2-2). The MATLAB code started from the ply configuration that induced the
minimum neck axial force, read the ply configuration and modified the LS-Dyna input file of the
ECE virtual test. After running the simulation, the code filtered head accelerations using a
Butterworth filter [29] and calculated the Head Injury Criterion (HIC) and Peak Linear
Acceleration (PLA). The code continued checking the configurations from the sorted dataset in
order to find the one which passed the requirements of the ECE 22.05 standard, i.e. HIC < 2400
and PLA < 275 g.
Figure 2-2 shows the flowchart of the search algorithm. The entire simulations lasted 221 hours
using a PC with an Intel Core I7 3.6 GHZ processor and 32 GB RAM. All the simulations
terminated correctly with no convergence or stability problems.
2.2

Results and discussion

The first 20 ms of the impacts were simulated. In all simulations, the peak neck force occurred
during the first 15 ms of the impact. As can be seen in Figure 2-3, the impact deforms the chin
bar shell and foam and reduces the distance between the chin liner and the chin. The chin liner
did not touch the chin in any of the simulations using head/neck assembly. Instead, the chin strap
transmitted the impact force from the helmet shell to the chin, leading to a large neck tensile
force (Figure 2-4).
3

Figure 2-2 – Flowchart of the search algorithm.

Dummy’s chin

Figure 2-3 – (a) Deformation of the helmet chin bar at different time points (some parts of the
helmet are not shown). (b) Sectional view of the helmet, showing the deformation of the chin bar
(both shell and liner) at different time points.
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The peak value of the predicted neck force in the dummy varied between 0.712kN and 1.037 kN,
with a 0.928 kN mean and a 0.060 kN standard deviation. For all cases the largest neck force was
tensile. A multiple linear regression analysis was used to test how changing the angles influence
the predicted neck force. The adjusted R2 was 0.13 showing large variability but the F-test
showed a significant linear trend (F=18, p<0.001) [30]. The analysis results for the influence of
each ply angle show that both θ2 and θ3 have significant influence on the neck force in the
dummy (p<0.001 for both) but the influence of θ1 was not significant (p>0.9), probably because
θ1 is the angle of the twill weave plies, which have the same properties in longitudinal and
transverse directions.

Figure 2-4 – Left: The load transmission mechanism in a chin bar impact, (some parts of the
helmet are not shown); Right: time history of the neck axial load induced by a facial impact on the
helmet chin bar.

The predicted peak neck axial force versus ply angles are shown in Figure 2-5 for all 343 chin
bar impact simulations. Figure 2-5(a) shows that the ply configurations with θ1 , θ2 and θ3 equal
to 0° or 90° induce the lowest neck axial forces. According to Figure 2-5(b), there is also a local
minimum if θ1 , θ2 and θ3 are equal to 45°. The minimum neck force, 711.5 N, was predicted for
the [(0)2, (90)2, (90)4] chin bar laminate, but this helmet did not pass the ECE 22.05 test because
the predicted HIC and PLA for the standard chin bar test were 1218 and 335 g respectively, with
PLA being greater than its limit set in the standard. The helmet with the lowest neck force (724
N) that passed the standard chin bar test with HIC = 850 and PLA = 272 had a [(0)2, (90)2, (0)4]
chin bar lay-up. Hereafter we call this configuration the optimum ply lay-up or optimum ply
configuration. The chin bar with a [±75, ±60, (±15)2] lay-up induced the maximum neck force
(1037 N), but it passed the standard chin bar test with HIC = 479.1 and PLA = 125.5. This
analysis shows that by only changing the ply angles of the chin bar laminate, thus keeping the
mass of the helmet constant, the neck force can be reduced by 30% while still meeting the
requirement of the standard.
The deformation of the chin bar shell under impact loading led to damage propagation in its
layers, a mechanism for energy absorption and subsequent reduction of the neck force.
Figure 2-6 shows the damage distribution in different plies of the chin bar that induced the
5

highest neck force and that in the optimised chin bar. As can be seen, for the optimal lay-up,
damage is better distributed between plies and it is spread across a wider area in each ply. As a
result, the optimized chin bar absorbs more energy during the impact leading to a lower neck
force. The absorbed energy was determined from the FE simulations by measuring the internal
energy of the chin bar after the impact. The energy absorbed by the chin bar shell with the
optimum lay-up was 9.2 J, which was 40% larger than the energy absorbed by the stiffest chin
bar shell, confirming that energy absorption during impact is a key to the reduction of the neck
force.

Figure 2-5 – Iso surface plot of Neck Axial Force: (a) Slice surface at 𝛉𝟏 =0, 𝛉𝟏 =15, 𝛉𝟏 =30, 𝛉𝟏 =45,
𝛉𝟏 =60, 𝛉𝟏 =75, 𝛉𝟏 =90. (b) Slice surface at 𝛉𝟏 =45°, 𝛉𝟐 =45°, 𝛉𝟑 =45°.

Basilar skull fracture can take place in direct or indirect impacts, such as pedestrians accidents,
falls and vehicle accidents [31], where the base of the skull is exposed to complex loading
conditions that can cause BSF [32], but the mandibular loading in conjunction with the neck
tensile load, a common loading condition during motorcycle accidents [33], has the highest risk
of basilar skull fracture [34]. The present work focused on the optimization of the helmet chin
bar and introduced a numerical approach to optimize the stiffness of the chin bar laminate, which
is correlated to the transmitted neck load due to the blow on the chin bar [35], in order to
minimize the upper neck force due to such an impact.
Results of this study show that the neck axial force in the Hybrid III dummy reduces by reducing
the stiffness of the chin bar laminate, but the chin bar stiffness reduction may increase the value
of HIC and PLA during the ECE test. This is due to the further compression of the chin liner,
producing larger force on the isolated headform thus increasing PLA. This effect can be
compensated by including the chin liner in the optimisation [36], which is out of the scope of the
6

present work. The focus of this work is on testing whether the chin bar design can be improved
to mitigate the neck force, while ensuring that the requirements of standards are met.
One of the limitations of this work is using the Hybrid III head/neck system. Using a neck was
necessary to measure the neck tensile force, but the Hybrid III neck is known for its low fidelity
particularly under head axial loading [37,38]. However this is not the load condition of interest in
the present study. Previous work has shown that as the angle between the neck axis and the
loading direction approaches ninety degrees, the performance of the Hybrid III neck converges to
the performance of a high fidelity computational model of the human neck, THUMS [39]. A
direction for future work will be to use higher fidelity neck models to test the protection that
different chin bar designs offer with respect to high neck forces.

Figure 2-6 – Damage distribution in the shell of the helmet in different plies. (a) china bar,
which induced the maximum neck load, 1037 N, (b) optimum chin bar, which induced a neck
tensile load of 724 N.

A precise evaluation of the neck force is beyond the scope of the present report: it is apparent
that neck morphology varies greatly in the human race according to sex, age, muscular mass etc
… The induced neck force would not only depend on the above mentioned features, but also on
the relative stiffness of the various elements: chin bar, chin strap, neck … so the aims of the
present section are mainly two:
1) Highlight the risk of inducing excessive neck forces due to the impact on a stiff chin bar;
2) Propose a procedure to optimize the chin bar structure with respect to such a risk.
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3 SPECTRA
SPECTRA is a high performance fibre, which has a high capability of energy absorption and is
lighter than carbon fibres, which are currently used for manufacturing helmet’s shell. Three
different types of tests were carried out in order to compare SPECTRA with carbon fibres in
order to assess if SPECTRA could be used as a substitute for carbon fibres to improve helmets’
level of protection and make them lighter. These tests were carried out according to the
recommendations given by a helmet manufacturer, DAINESE S.p.A. [a partner of the
MOTORIST project] and are presented in this chapter. Moreover, the SPECTRA fabric which
were used for molding the samples were kindly provided by HONEYWELL Co.
3.1

Tensile test

Rectangular samples molded using both SPECTRA fabric and carbon fibres and aluminum tabs
were attached to the specimens for tensile tests in order to neglect the edge effect close to the test
rig’s grippers as shown Figure 3-1. Tests were carried out for specimens with fibres along the
longitudinal and transverse axes. A SCHENK universal test machine in the laboratory of the
Department of Industrial Engineering of University of Padova was used for tensile tests as shown
in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-1 – SPECTRA specimen with aluminum tabs (top: SPECTRA and bottom: Carbon).
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Figure 3-2 – Test set-up used for tensile tests, at DII-UniPd.

3.2

Three point bending test

Other specimens similar to those described in section 3.1, but without tabs, were used for three
point bending tests. A MTS universal test machine, which was equipped with special fixtures for
three point bending tests, was used for this type of tests as shown in Figure 3-3. A span length of
90 mm was considered.

Figure 3-3 – Test set-up used for three point bending tests, at DII-UniPd.
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3.3

Impact tests

Impact tests were carried out on circular specimens with diameter of 100 mm by means of a drop
tower test set-up at DAINESE S.p.A. as shown in Figure 3-4. A spherical impactor with diameter
of 30 mm was used for the impact tests. The tests were performed both on specimens made of
SPECTRA and carbon fibres. All specimens were supported by an EPS foam cylinder with
diameter of 90 mm, thickness of 40 mm and density of 30 gr/lit as shown in Figure 3-4. Since in
reality, the outer shell and the energy absorbing liner of the helmet would be hit together, the
foam support was used in order to replicate a realistic boundary condition for tests according to
the impacts that may take place on a helmet.

EPS cylinder + SPECTRA

Figure 3-4 – Impact test set-up, at Dainese SpA.

3.4

Results

The results of the tensile tests are shown in Figure 3-5 and. It is shown that the specimens made
of carbon fibres are stiffer than those made of SPECTRA and failed at higher forces but they
failed at lower level of elongation. In case of using specimens with fibres along the longitudinal
and transverse directions (see Figure 3-5), the specimens made of carbon failed at 24.4 KN
which was 31% higher than the failure force of SPECTRA but the SPECTRA’s elongation at
failure was 4 mm which was 272% higher than carbon’s elongation.
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Figure 3-5 – Results of the tensile tests for specimens with fibres along longitudinal axis.

Figure 3-6 shows the result of 3-point bending tests for (0/90) specimens. According to these
results, the specimens made of SPECTRA were very compliant in comparison with those made
of carbon laminate and showed very low resistance under bending loading.

Figure 3-6 – Results of the three point bending tests for specimens with fibres along
longitudinal axis.

Results of impact tests are shown in Figure 3-7. The transmitted acceleration to the anvil
acquired in order to compare the capability of energy absorption of laminates made of carbon
fibres and SPECTRA supported by EPS foam. The results of impact tests showed that the
specimen made of SPECTRA transmitted a peak acceleration equal to 92 g which was 14.5%
more than the peak acceleration transmitted by carbon laminate.
11
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Figure 3-7 – Results of the impact test with spherical impactor.

The results of this study show that laminates made of carbon fibres had higher resistance against
tensile and bending loading. Moreover, the result of impact tests showed that the laminates made
of carbon fibres transmitted lower acceleration to the anvil in case of using a spherical impactor.
On the other hand, it transmitted higher acceleration when a conical impactor was utilized. In
general, carbon fibres which are already used for manufacturing the outer shell of the helmet
showed a better mechanical response. However, SPECTRA showed also a fairly good
mechanical response under impact loading. In addition, the mass of the SPECTRA fabric that has
been used for this study is 240 gr/m2 and the mass of the carbon fabric is 600 gr/m2. Therefore,
according to the result of the present work molding a hybrid laminate made of carbon fibres and
SPECTRA fabric may provide an optimized compromise in order to minimize the mass of the
outer shell and maximize the capability of energy dissipation of the outer shell of the helmets.
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4 Lattice structures
The finite element model of concept simplified helmet was put on the headform as shown in
Figure 4-1 and lunched towards an inclined rigid anvil with inclination of 45° at speed of 7.5
m/s. This oblique impact condition was adopted in order to induce linear and rotational
acceleration simultaneously [40]. Similar impact was simulated using the helmet model with an
equal weight EPS liner to compare the capability of EPS and the lattice structure to reduce of the
risk of head injuries. These simulations were carried out to calculate the induced linear and
rotational acceleration at the center of gravity of the headform and the relevant HIC.
Moreover, in order to compare the results of using EPS and hierarchical lattice structure on the
brain, more accurately, other simulations were carried out using THUMS model. In these
simulations, the helmeted human body model was lunched towards a rigid wall. The same impact
condition was considered using a helmet with EPS liner in order to compare the stress field of
the brain for two different helmets with EPS and hierarchical lattice structure liners. The impact
velocity and configuration were adopted from a recent proposal for motorcycle’s helmet standard
[40].
4.1

Results and discussion

The resultant linear acceleration, which was induced to the headform’s center of gravity due to
the impact, is shown in Figure 4-2. It is shown that the Peak Linear Acceleration (PLA) was
reduced by almost 50% and the duration of the peak acceleration was increased while the
hierarchical lattice structure was used instead of the foam liner. Moreover, rotational acceleration
of the headform’s around the coronal axis1 was reduced by 52% as shown in Figure 4-3 and its
duration was increased in the case of using the hierarchical lattice liner. Head Injury Criterion
(HIC) has been calculated for both cases and is 603 and 347 for the foam and lattice liners,
respectively. HIC was decreased by 42% when the lattice liner was used.

Figure 4-1 – The lattice liner on the ISO headform (left) and on THUMS (right).

1

Coronal axis is the one which is perpendicular to the sagittal plane.
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Figure 4-2 – Linear acceleration.

Figure 4-3 – Rotation acceleration.
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Figure 4-4 – Effective stress of the brain in case of using the foam liner (top row) and lattice
liner (bottom row).
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5 Conclusions
This document is an open access dissemination document of the MOTORIST project which has
been defined in order to propose new training procedures, active safety systems and PPE items
for increasing motorcyclists’ safety. This document aims at briefly describing some recently
introduced energy absorbing materials and systems which are mainly used for impact energy
absorption and at proposing possible ways to use them in rider PPE items.
The current document provides a continuation of another document of the same project
(MOTORIST project, deliverable NO. 3.3). Optimization of the outer shell of the helmet has
been described in Chapter 2. We presented possible improvements in chin bar design procedures.
We used a computational approach to optimize the ply orientation of a composite chin bar to
reduce the neck force, a parameter linked to basilar skull fracture in real accidents, while
satisfying the requirements of the ECE22.05 standard. The optimal chin bar ply configuration
reduced by 30% the neck axial force in the hybrid III dummy compared to the chin bar
configuration that led to the maximum neck axial force. The key protection mechanism being
more energy absorption due to larger damage distributed within the plies of the chin bar
laminate, while still satisfying the standard requirements. Our results show that the design of
helmets can yet be improved to protect motorcyclists against different types of head injuries,
without compromising their capability to meet current standard requirements. This can be
achieved by adopting computational approaches to provide the possibility of including different
biomechanical criteria in the design process and reducing the design cost by decreasing the
number of experimental iterations. This approach can be adopted by helmet manufacturers to
improve their products, while they are waiting for new helmet testing standards.
Chapter 3 shows the results of testing a polymeric fabric which may be used for the outer shell of
the helmet to reduce the total mass of the helmet while keeping its capability of protection at the
same level. These preliminary results are promising however, more investigations should be
carried out.
In Chapter 4, the results of feasibility study of using an additively manufactured liner for the
helmets is presented. The results showed that using such a liner could protect against different
injury mechanisms. Even though, mass production of such liners may not be economically viable
now, thanks to the advances in field of additive manufacturing, currently used liners might be
substituted by lattice liners in a near future.
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